Jr. Chapel Will Follow
Traditional Cane March
Tomorrow at 11 in Irvine

Zest for Living Will Be Sermon Topic;
Class of ’59 OfficersWill Lead Services

The Rev. Edward G. Harris, chaplain of the University, will speak on "Zest for Living" at the all-University chapel in the Harris Student Building, tomorrow at 11 a.m., according to the Junior Cane March, at 10 a.m. in Irvine Hall.

In his talk, Rev. Harris will show that the zest for living actually comes, first of all, from finding out what is important in life. With regard to education, this means that we will respond to our college and the world beyond, and that the form and manner of life which we choose will depend upon the most important fact in the academic community, namely, the awakening of intellectual curiosity.

The desire to know, Rev. Harris will explain, is what holds a university together, the excitement of the mind, and the fullness of life depends upon what we choose to do about the knowledge that Padre.

The second reading, taken from Ephesians 1:3-6, will be given by the president of the University, Dr. Paul M. Vatter.

Music Recital Features Johnson

Dr. M. J. Johnson, director of music at the University, will give the second reading, taken from the book of Isaiah, in Irvine Hall, tomorrow at 4 p.m.

Traditional Navy-Pennsylvania Football Encounter Saturday

Class of ’59 Officers Will Lead Services

In the annual tradition of the University, the Midshipmen of the Naval Academy descend onto Franklin Field, the last edition of the east coast rivalry. The Midshipmen descend onto Franklin Field, the last edition of the east coast rivalry. For the first time in their 54-year history, the Navy Midshipmen will face the Pennsylvania Quakers, who have a 20-19 record against the Midshipmen. The game will be played on Franklin Field, the home of the Penn Quakers.
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Editorial

• Needed Expansion

At long last a problem which seemed unsolvable has received some attention and will now likely be determined more definitely solved. With the coming of the Kappa Epsilon literary society to a primarily Jewish house a large and usually disapproving segment of the student body will have cause for an effort of expansion in fraternity life.

The national Jewish fraternity is represented on the Pennsylvania campus. The question was what could be done for the major underrepresentation which year by year was disapproving because the Pi did not have the facilities to accommodate the large number of Jewish students who were ignored. It is within the realm of possibility that in some future year everyone who so desires may join a fraternity.

The Daily Pennsylvania is strongly in favor of this Kappa Epsilon coming to the campus for the reasons which are now common knowledge. We urge these members of Interfraternity Council, University Council and Committee on Student Affairs to take into consideration the value of another fraternity on campus as an excellent opportunity for admission and vote accordingly when the time comes.

We commend the national officers of the Kappa Epsilon for accepting the fact that this university is not unique in the eyes of Jewish, however, we believe that more and more Jewish students from the Diaspora will discover that the fraternity is worthwhile for more than failure to realize the many benefits that will accrue from living and working with people of different races and groups and ideas.

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the editor of The Daily Pennsylvania, 3143 Woodland Avenue. They should be double spaced at 64 characters to the line. All letters must be signed although The Daily Pennsylvania will withhold names on request.
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The Greatest Man Alive

by Joseph Corriere

For men desiring an air of legendary

morality before death. The last movie to emerge from the Paris film scene, "Tempest in the Flesh," was a film to the ladies. It bore the same title as the Shakespeare play, but in its image and feeling, it was a sequel to The Nobel Peace Prize.

The story of an Evangelist, Albert Schweitzer, was born on January 16, 1875, and at a very young age he was determined to use his life to help the sick and dying. During this period, Albert, reared his son to the belief in the power of love and furrowed his greatest work. He became a medical doctor in his youth and later received his doctoral degree in medicine. He spent many years in the jungles of Africa, helping the sick and dying. In 1913, he received his doctorate in medicine and continued his work in the field of medicine.

On October 14, he received his Nobel Peace Prize for his work in the milieu of medicine. His work is still going on today, and his influence can be seen in the minds of many who work in the field of medicine.

Mr. Bill also recorded Dr. Schweitzer's reputation of hard work and for the last paper in his column, I will not mention the name of the writer. "Tempest in the Flesh" was written by John Schupf, and it is a story of a man's life and work. It is a story of a man's life and work. It is a story of a man's life and work. It is a story of a man's life and work.

Junior Classmen

Get Your Dates For

Navy Weekend And The

Junior Prom

FOR JUNIOR CANCE MARCH
SKIMMERS AND CANES
VARSITY SHOP
ON SALE WEDNESDAY

NIXON THEATRE
52nd Near Market
SH 7-8910

"TEMPEST IN THE FLESH"

"THE DEVE"
Quaker Lineup Altered For Battle with Navy

The Varisty Shop

Quaker Booters Easily Defeat Drexel Frosh

Quaker Booters Seek First Win Against Fords

Three Lead Predictions

Middies Stern Test
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LEARN TO DANCE
CHA CHA • RHUMBA • FOX TROT
ALL DANCES TAUGHT
CLASS and PRIVATE INSTRUCTION
20 CLASS LESSONS $12
MOCAMBO DANCE STUDIO
1215 WALNUT STREET
ROOM 903 - RITTENHOUSE 6-0620

WHERE ELSE... FINE FRESH FOOD...
exquisitely prepared... yours to choose from in greatest variety... all at lowest money-saving prices!
STOP IN ANYTIME
Horn & Hardart RESTAURANTS
On Campus: Cafeteria — 34th and Walnut Streets
Waitress Service — 39th and Chestnut Streets

A new idea in smoking...
Salem refreshes your taste

• menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• most modern filter

Take a Puff... It's Springtime